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LANGUAGE VARIATIONS FOUND IN THE INTERACTION BETWEEN 

BUYER-SELLER AT BUNDER MARKET SRAGEN 

Abstrak 

Penelitian ini berfokus pada variasi bahasa dalam interaksi transaksi jual-beli di 

Pasar Bunder Sragen. Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk (1) mengklasifikasikan dan 

mendeskripsikan jenis variasi bahasa yang ditemukan pada interaksi antara 

pembeli dan penjual di Pasar Bunder Sragen dan (2) mendeskripsikan faktor yang 

mempengaruhi variasi bahasa. Penelitian ini bersifat deskriptif kualitatif. Objek 

penelitian ini dalah penjual dan pembeli di Pasar Bunder. Dalam mengumpulkan 

data, peneliti menggunakan tehnik observasi serta wawancara. Data yang 

diperoleh peneliti yaitu percakapan antara pembeli dan penjual dalam bertransaksi 

jual-beli. Metode analisis data menggunakan kualitatif analisis. Hasil penelitian 

ini adalah jenis-jenis variasi bahasa (1) Variasi bahasa dari segi penutur yaitu 

sosiolek;(2) Variasi bahasa dari segi pemakaian yaitu fungsiolek; (3) Variasi 

bahasa dari segi formalitas yaitu ragam santai; (4) Variasi bahasa dari segi sarana 

yaitu ragam lisan; dan faktor penyebab terjadinya variasi bahasa adalah jenis 

kelamin, sosial status, dan umur. 

Kata kunci: variasi bahasa, faktor penyebab variasi bahasa, percakapan jual-beli 

Abstract 

This research focuses on the language variation in the interaction buyer-seller 

transaction in the Bunder market Sragen. This study aims (1) to classify and 

describe the language variations found in the interaction between buyer-seller at 

Bunder Market Sragen and (2) to describe factors influence language variations. 

This study is qualitative descriptive research. The object of research is buyer and 

seller in Bunder market. In collecting data, the researcher uses observation and 

interview. The data obtained by the researcher is conversation between buyer-

seller in buying-selling transaction. The method of analyzing data is qualitative. 

The results of this study are the types of language variations are (1) language 

variations in term of speaker is sociolect; (2) language variations in term of 

utilization is functiolect; (3) language variations in term of formality is casual 

style; (4) language variations in term of facilities is oral; and the factors influence 

language variation are sex/gender, social status, and age. 

Keywords: language variations, factors influence language variation, buying-

selling conversation 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Human needs language to interaction. According Purnanto (2002: p. 16), there are 

some language variations, but between member of language community can 
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interact and understand each other because they use linguistic forms that is nearly 

the same relative when speaking. Difference of language application by a certain 

social group is different with other group. It‟s similar to use of language by people 

living in Central Java, like people who live in Sragen Region, especially in Sragen 

district. Communicating of communities group in the city of Sragen usually uses 

Javanese for those who are familiar and also Indonesian for those who are not 

familiar. Level of education, age, sex, and occupation become important factor 

influence language variation in community. Language used by teacher, it will be 

different with language used by laborer. It was caused because level of education 

and occupation. A teacher has more high level of education than a laborer. 

Javanese language has a speech level. Speech level becomes a code of 

conformity system of decency that includes vocabulary, syntactic rules, or 

morphology, and phonology. Javanese vocabulary based on the level of politeness 

is divided into ngoko (N), madya (M), krama (K), krama inggil (KI), dan krama 

andhap (KA). The vocabulary of N means impolite, the K means polite, M means 

half of polite, KI and KA implies very high politeness (Poedjasoedarma in 

Markhamah, 2009: p. 127). According to speech level in Javanese, in reality, we 

know on application word such as /kowe/, /sampeyan/, /panjenengan/. The 

application word of /kowe/ used in social situation when talked with coeval or 

younger age than the sepakers. Then, the word of /sampeyan/ used in social 

situation when talked with adult. The word of /panjenengan/ used in social 

situation when talked with old man. It shows different of language variation. 

Chaer and Agustina (1995, p. 81), classified four language variation, it is 

(1) language variation in terms of speaker, i.e idiolect, dialect, kronolect, and 

sociolect. Sociolect or social dialect is a language variation regrading status, 

group, and social class in speaker. In sociolinguistics, generally, this language 

make variations, because language variations involve all of the personal problems 

in the speaker, such as age, education, sex, occupation, social level, and economy 

situation every person. (2) Language variation in terms of utilization, language 

variation regard with application and function is function dialect (function 
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dialect), manner or register. Usually the variation talked base on usage, style, or 

formality level and utilization. Language variation based on utilization is 

concerned to necessity a sector. For example, literature, journalism, military, 

agriculture, cruise, economy, trading, education, and science activities. (3) 

Language variation in terms of formality, casual variation is language variation 

that used in informal situation to talk with family or friend at break time, exercise, 

recreation, bargaining transaction between buyer and seller, etc. The variety used 

in allegro form, namely speech shortened. When doing buying-selling in market, 

relax variation used buyer and seller to do transaction. (4) Language variation in 

terms of facilities, language variation can be seen from lane used. In this case, 

there are oral and written variation. In oral or in present information orally have 

nada voice tone, hand movement, shake of a head, and others. Usually, the 

commerce often use oral speech. Therefore, Bunder Market is the right place to 

state a heterogeneous situation. In the place, people from almost corner of Sragen 

city and center of Sragen city gathered to conduct buying and selling transaction. 

This research focuses on language variation used in “Interaction between Buyer-

Seller Transaction”. The main focus of this study is to analyze the language 

variation in transaction activity. The aim of this research is to help the readers in 

understanding the language variation that used by buyer-seller in market. 

The examples of language variation and factors used in “Interaction 

between Buyer-Seller Transaction”: 

1. Language variation in terms of speaker.  

Buying-selling at Bunder Market Sragen uses sociolect because buyer 

and seller have different age and social economy status.  The example of datum is 

as follows: 

Dialogue I. BUYING A YOUNG JACKFRUIT 

Buyer : Mrs. Sri Sarsiki (73 years) 

Seller : Mrs. Sularsih (55 years) 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : larangmen. Limaweh,  

  entuk ora?   NGOKO 

 „It‟s so expensive. How is about   

  five thousand?‟ 
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Mrs. Sularsih : mboten angsali bu. Lima sing niki bu. KRAMA 

   (menunjuk ke buah yang  kecil).  

„It couldn‟t, Madam. This is five 

thousand, Madam.‟ 

(She points a small fruit) 

(The variation of language used Ngoko and Krama.) 

 

In this case, usually, it is called as language variation, because the buyer 

(73 years) older than the seller (55 years) so the buyer uses “Ngoko” speech to the 

seller, and the seller uses “Krama” speech to the buyer. Founded sentence 

“mboten angsal” that said by seller to buyer. So, the sentence means a young 

person (the seller) respects an old man (the buyer). The seller uses the speech 

level "krama". "Krama" is higher speech level than “Ngoko”. The factor 

influences seller called buyer, she said “Bu” (Mom), because there is factor of age 

which has become habit to respect old man. 

2. Language Variation in terms of utilization. 

In Bunder Market, Utilization form used in trading because of buying-

selling transaction, the example of the datum is as follows: 

Dialogue III. BUYING A YOUNG WOMAN BOUGHT A CORN 

Buyer   : Miss Nur  (23 years) 

Seller   : Mr. Ranto  (51 years)  

Miss Nur  : jagunge pintenan?  

„How much this is corn?‟ 

Mr. Ranto  : tigang ewu niku, mbak.  

„It‟s three thousand, Sist.‟ 

 

In this dialogue, the language variation used buyer to seller, there are 

founded word “Jagung” (Corn) and “Pinten” (How much) that used in 

bargaining sector. The factor influence seller called buyer, he said “Mbak” 

(Sister), because there are gender factor, buyer is a girl. 

3. Language variation in terms of formality. 

Casual variation is one of language variations of formality. In Bunder 

market Sragen, casual variation used in buying-selling by seller to buyer. The 

example of the datum is as follows: 
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Dialogue BUYING A YOUNG JACKFRUIT 

Buyer : Mrs. Sri Sarsiki (73 years) 

Seller : Mrs. Sularsih (55 years) 

 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : iki piro, Bu? 

„How much is this, Mom?‟ 

Mrs. Sularsih  : nopo neh? 

      „What do you need other?‟ 

Mts. Sri Sarsiki : separo wae aku kok, kokean aku kok. 

     „Only half, it‟s too much for me.‟ 

(.......) 

Mrs. Sularsih  : nggih. 

„That‟s right.‟ 

 

In this dialogue, language variation used buyer and seller, that is founded 

words “iki” (This), “piro” (How much), “nopo” (What), “neh” (Again), 

“nggih” (Yes). The vocabulary is allegro form or word shortened which done by 

buyer and seller di Pasar Bunder Sragen. It happened because of the relation 

between buyer and seller who have been often doing buying and selling 

transaction. The factors influence buyer called seller with saying “Bu” (Mom), 

because there is a factor of age which has become habit to respect a fellow 

women. 

4. Language variation in terms of facilities. 

In Bunder market Sragen, facilities can be seen in lane used. Often, it is 

used in oral speech, it have conversation between buyer with seller. The dialogue 

between buyer and seller was proven by researcher through recording that have 

been done at Bunder market Sragen. In the recording, buyer and seller did 

transaction immediately through oral, in a voice or body movement. 

Social interaction exists because of speaking activities of member of 

language user. Speaking activity will be successful if supported by determinant 

factor, for example: situation factor. Language lives because of social interaction. 

There are written language, it is not dynamic like oral. Oral language lives on 

interaction social (Pateda, 1987: p.11. It can be explained that social human needs 

helps from other, people interact with other people in daily activities. When we 
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eat what we needed is rice, and rice produced by farmer, supposing in the world 

there are not farmer, people cannot eat rice. Media used to interaction and 

communication are language. As a social society, human interact with other. 

Social interaction between people makes understand other people language and 

give language variation in society life. 

Considering the phenomena, the writer intends to conduct the research by 

analyzing the language variation in “The Dialogue Interaction of Buyer-Seller” 

and write it down as a study entitled “Language Variation Found in the Interaction 

between Buyer-Seller Transaction in Bunder Market Sragen.” 

2. METHOD 

This research belongs to descriptive qualitative research which purposes are to 

identify language variations found in the interaction between buyer-seller at 

Bunder market Sragen. The object of this research is buyer-seller in the Bunder 

market Sragen. The data of this research is all language variations that happen in 

the transaction and the factors influence language variation. The technique of 

collecting data is used observation and interview. As for technique of analyzing 

data, the author does (1) Writing Javanese, English and Indonesian in script of 

Buyer-Seller Transaction video. (2) Classifying and reducing the variations that 

found in video. (3) Describing the language variation of the video of Buyer-Seller 

Transaction and the factors influence language variation. (3) Giving conclusion 

with employing by Chaer‟s language variation theory. 

3. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, data analysis broadly explained to answer the problem statements 

consisting of (1) To describe the language variations between buyer-seller 

transaction at Bunder Market Sragen and (2) To describe the factors influence 

language variations between buyer-seller at Bunder Market Sragen. Firstly, the 

author analysis of the data in term of language variation in the interaction between 

buyer-seller at Bunder market Sragen. Secondly, the author will assert the explain 

of analysis data. Prior to providing the analysis, the author classifies the language 
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variation and the factors influence language variation and selecting data which has 

language variations. As method to find language variation, the author use 

observation, interview based on language variation theory. 

3.1 Language variations found in the interaction between buyer-seller at 

Bunder market Sragen 

The researcher finds some variations. Chaer (2010: p.62) is divided kinds 

of language variation, as follows: They are language variation in terms of speaker, 

language variation in terms of utilization, language variation in terms of formality, 

language variation in terms of facilities. The language variations of bargaining 

dialogue script is language variations in terms of speaker. The descriptions of 

language variations are described below: 

3.1.1 Language variations in term of speaker 

Language variations in term of speaker are idiolect, dialect, chronolect, and 

social dialect. 

Based on the result of the research and observation by researcher in  Bunder 

market Sragen on Wednesday, 4
th

 April 2018 at 08.30 a.m, the researcher only 

found language variation in term of speaker with the trait is social dialect based on 

age and social status. 

Language variation in term of speaker with the trait is social dialect on age, 

for example language variation on children will be difference with language 

variation on teenager and adult. 

 The first dialogue, the goods bargaining by Mrs. Sri Sarsiki, 73 years, and 

the seller name is Mrs. Sularsih, 55 years. They used speech level of Javanese, 

there are “Ngoko‟ and “Krama”.  When Mrs. Sri Sarsiki bought jackfruit, she did 

bargain transaction to Mrs. Sularsih. Identifies can be elaborated in the below: 

DIALOGUE I. BUYING YOUNG JACKFRUIT 

Buyer : Mrs. Sri Sarsiki (73 years) 

Seller : Mrs. Sularsih  (55 years) 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : larangmen. Lima weh,  

entuk ora?  NGOKO 

„It‟s so expensive. How is about   
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five thousand?‟ 

Mrs. Sularsih : mboten angsali bu.  

Lima sing niki bu.  KRAMA 

(menunjuk ke buah yang kecil). 

„It couldn‟t, Madam. This is 

five thousand, Madam.‟ 

(She points a small fruit) 

 (Source: On Wednesday, 4
th

 April 2018 at 08.30 a.m.) 

The datum above shows the language variation because the dialogue text 

identifies literally. In this case, as language variation in terms of speaker, is social 

dialect that based on age. Based on age, we can see difference of language 

variation used by old person to young person. Because, the buyer (73 years) older 

than the seller (55 years) so the buyer uses “Ngoko” speech to the seller, and the 

seller uses “Krama” speech to the buyer. Found in sentence “mboten angsal” (It 

cannot) that said by seller to buyer. So, the sentence means a young person (the 

seller) respects an old person (the buyer). The seller is used the speech level 

"krama". "Krama" is more high speech level than “Ngoko”. This is language 

variation in term of speaker based on age. 

The second dialogues, researcher conducted research in different day but it 

is the same about bargaining, the name of buyer is Mrs. Winarsih, 39 years, and 

the seller name is Mrs. Warsini, 68 years. They use speech level of Javanese, there 

are “Krama‟ and “Ngoko”.  When Mrs. Winarsih bought Broccoli, Mrs. Winarsih 

did bargain transaction to Mrs. Suparni. Identifies can be elaborated in the below: 

DIALOGUES II. BUYING MUSHROOM 

Seller  : Mrs. Warsini  (68 years) 

Buyer  : Mrs. Wina  (39 years) 

 

Mrs. Wina : Wolu ewu ya dhe ya? 

„How is about eight thousand, aunty?‟ 

Mrs. Warsini : Saestu, niku mung ngge long-long mbak. 
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„Really. It‟s just for reducing my things, Sist. It is ten thousand 

since the morning.‟ 

 (The variation of language used Krama and Ngoko.) 

(Source: Saturday, 7
th

 April 2018 at 10.00 a.m.) 

The datum above shows the language variation because the dialogue text 

identifies literally. In this case, as language variation in terms of speaker, is social 

dialect that based on age. Based on age, we can see difference of language 

variation used by young person to old person. Because, the seller (68 years) is 

older than the buyer (39 years) so the seller uses “Krama” speech to the buyer, 

and the buyer uses “Ngoko” speech to the seller. Found in sentence “wolu ewu ya 

dhe ya” (How is about eight thousand, aunty?), and “Saestu, niku mung ngge 

long-long mbak” (Really. It‟s just for reducing my things, Sist. It is ten thousand 

since the morning.). So, the sentence is an old person (the seller) respect to young 

person (the buyer). The seller uses the speech level "krama". This is language 

variation in term of speaker based on age. 

The third dialogues, the researcher conducted research in the same day. It‟s 

about bargaining, the buyer is Mrs. Endang, 57 years, and seller is Mrs. Tiwi, 46 

years. They use speech level of Javanese, there are “Krama‟ and “Ngoko”.  When 

Mrs. Endang bought Melinjo, she did bargain transaction to Mrs. Tiwi. Identifies 

can be elaborated in the datum below: 

 

DIALOGUE III. A TEACHER BUYING A MELINJO 

Seller   : Mrs. Endang  (57 years) 

Buyer   : Mrs. Tiwi  (46 years) 

 

Mrs. Tiwi  : pinten niki? 

„How much is this?‟ 

Mrs. Endang  : niku telu enem, Bu. 

„This is thirty-six thousand, Mom.‟ 

(The variation of language used Krama and Ngoko.) 

 (Source: Saturday, 7
th

 April 2018 at 10.30 a.m.) 
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The datum above shows the language variation because the dialogue text 

identifies literally. Found in word “niku telu enem, Bu” to call buyer that has high 

status social. The buyer is as teacher, it has considered high social status in 

Bunder market which on average as seller. The seller considers buyer as teacher 

because of uniform used the buyer when she did buying-selling transaction. The 

seller is used “Krama” Javanese to transaction with buyer as other speaker has 

high social status. 

3.2 Language variations in term of utilization 

According Nababan (1984), language variations are related to utilization, 

usage, function that is called function dialect, style, or register. Language 

variation in term of utilization concerns in language used to field needs in field of 

literature, journalistic, military, agriculture, cruise, economy, trade, education.  

The research and observation was conducted by researcher in Bunder 

market Sragen, on Saturday, 7
th

 April 2018 at 10.30 a.m. The researcher recorded 

and wrote conversation dialogue in buying-selling transaction between buyer and 

seller directly in Bunder market Sragen. Several were variation in term of 

utilization. 

The fourth dialogues, the goods bargaining by buyer, she is Mrs. Tiwi, 46 

years, and the seller name is Mrs. Endang, 57 years.  When Mrs. Tiwi bought 

melinjo, she did bargain transaction to Mrs. Endang. The identifies can be 

elaborated in the below: 

DIALOGUE IV. BUYING MELINJO 

Seller  : Mrs. Endang  (57 years) 

Buyer  : Mrs. Tiwi  (46 years) 

 (Source: Saturday, 7
th

 April 2018 at 10.30 a.m.) 

The datum showed the language variation because the dialogue text 

identifies literally. In this case, language variation in terms of utilization is 

function dialect that based on trading. Based on trading, there are often 

characteristics that we know are bargaining, simple sentences also clearly. 

The sentence bargaining: 

 Ora oleh kurang? 
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„Can it be reduced?‟ 

 Telu papat? 

„How is about thirty-four thousand?‟ 

 Telu papat wae. Ndang nyoh. 

„I give you thirty-four thousand.‟ 

The sentence are clear and simple, it is said by buyer to seller in bargaining 

transaction to buying melinjo. So, this sentence is included in language variation 

in term of utilization, based on trading.  

The fifth dialogue, the goods bargaining by buyer, she is Mrs. Wina and the 

seller is Mrs. Warsini.  When Mrs. Wina bought a mushroom, she did bargain 

transaction to Mrs. Warsini. The identifies can be elaborated in the below : 

DIALOGUE V. BUYING A MUSHROOM 

Seller  : Mrs. Warsini  (54 years) 

Buyer  : Mrs. Wina  (39 years) 

 

Mrs. Wina : wolu ewu, ya dhe yaa. 

„How is about eight thousand?‟ 

Mrs. Warsini : saestu, niku mung ngge long-long mbak.  

Kawit enjing wau nggih sedasa. 

„Really, miss. It‟s just for reducing my things, Miss.  

It is ten thousand since this morning.‟ 

 Source: Saturday, 7
th

 April 2018 at 01.00 p.m.) 

In vocabulary of language variation based on utilization that is related to 

field of trading/marketing, that is word “wolu ewu, ya dhe yaa” which means 

bargaining the price of goods will bought from seller, also a little pressure of 

buyer to give a goods for buyer that have been bargained. Then, the utilization of 

word “long-long” interpreted buyer that buy the goods with reason in order to 

immediate salable, because the goods only a bit salable since morning. 
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3.3 Language variations in term of formality 

According Joos (1967), based on the level of formality, Joos (in Chaer and 

Agustina, 1995:p. 92), is divided into five style language, i.e.: frozen style, formal 

style, consultative style, casual style, intimate style. 

The result and observation did by researcher at Bunder market Sragen on 

Wednesday, 4
th

 April 2018 at 08.30 a.m. The writer recorded and wrote 

conversation dialogue in buying-selling transaction between buyer and seller 

directly at Bunder market Sragen. From several activities recorded, then the writer 

only found language variation in term of formality with casual style. 

This casual style is language variation that used in daily conversation, the 

character is informal. Casual style used in allegro form, it means shortened word 

or utterance. 

The sixth dialogue, the things bargaining by buyer, she is Mrs. Sri Sarsiki 

and the seller is Mrs. Sularsih. When Mrs. Sri Sarsiki bought a young jackfruit, 

she did bargain transaction to Mrs. Sularsih, they used language variation in term 

of formality, it character is casual style. The identifies can be elaborated in the 

below: 

DIALOGUE VI. BUYING A YOUNG JACKFRUIT 

Seller  : Mrs. Sularsih  (55 years) 

Buyer  : Mrs. Sri Sarsiki (73 years) 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : iki piro? 

„How much is this?‟ 

Mrs. Sularsih  : nopo neh? 

„What do you need other?‟ 

(Source: Wednesday, 4
th

 April 2018 at 08.30 a.m. Conversation in buyer 

bargaining a young jackfruit that sold by seller) 

From conversation above, it was found word “nopo”, “neh”. This 

vocabulary is allegro form or word shortening that it did by seller and buyer on 

transaction at Bunder market Sragen. This is done because of relationship between 

seller and buyer that have been often buy goods in the place‟s seller with casual. 

Allegro form such as “nopo”, its complete form is “menopo”, and then “neh”, it 
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complete form is “maneh”. This is language variation in term of formality based 

on casual style.  

The seventh dialogues, the goods are bargained by buyer, she is Mrs. 

Endang, 57 years, and the seller is Mrs. Tiwi, 46 years. They are used language 

variation in term of formality with casual style. Th identifies can be elaborated in 

the datum below: 

DIALOGUE VIII. A TEACHER BOUGHT MELINJO 

Seller  : Mrs. Endang  (57 years) 

Buyer  : Mrs. Tiwi  (46 years) 

 

(….) 

Mrs. Endang  : nopo ngeten sepindah? 

„How is about you take it all?‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi  : regane sakmene yo? 

„Is this the price?‟ 

(Source: Saturday, 7
th

 April 2018 at 01.00 p.m.) 

From conversation above, it says word “Nopo ngeten sepindah?”  (How is 

about you take it all?); “nopo” is “menopo”. This is language variation in term of 

formality with the character is casual style. Language variation in term of 

formality dialect is casual style. Casual style has lexicon, it is allegro form or 

shortened word.  

3.4 Language variations in term of facilities 

Language variation can be seen in terms of facilities. In this terms, there are 

oral and written style. Oral and written style have not the same structure form 

because in oral or deliver information orally, we helped by nonsegmental or 

nonlinguistic element that is form in sound tone, hand movement, shake of head, 

and other indication of physical. Even though, in written style, it mentioned 

nonsense. 

In conversation of language variation between buyer and seller at Bunder 

market Sragen, buyer and seller make a transaction with oral or  speaking directly. 

During made research activities, the researcher didn‟t find buyer or seller that 
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made transaction in written style. In this research, language variation in term of 

facilities, oral often used to transaction at Bunder market Sragen. It can be proven, 

researcher taken a video when made research. 

3.5 The Factors Influence Language Variations in Buying-Selling Transaction at 

Bunder market Sragen.   

In the language variations, we can be explained factors that can be influence 

language variation in buying-selling transaction between buyer and seller at 

Bunder market Sragen, as follows. 

3.5.1.1 Sex/gender 

Sex/gender in social interaction can be influenced language variations. 

Identifies can be elaborated in the datum below. 

Data I. 

DIALOGUE I.  BOUGHT A CORN 

Buyer : Mr. Ranto  (51 years) 

Seller : Miss Nur  (23 years) 

Ms. Nur  : jagunge pintenan, pak? 

„How much this is corn, Sir?‟ 

Mr. Ranto  : tigang ewu niku. 

„It is three thousand.‟ 

(Source: Thursday, 5
th

 April 2018 at 04.00 p.m.) 

The first dialogue, it‟s about bargaining a corn price that it does Miss Nur as 

buyer (female), and Mr. Ranto as seller (male). It shows the factors influence 

language variations between female and male. 

3.5.1.2 Social Status 

Someone who has high educational, usually has a great job. In buying-

selling transaction between buyer and seller at Bunder market Sragen usually 

someone will respect to person who have high social status.  

3.5.1.2.1 High Social Status 

THE SECOND DIALOGUE. A TEACHER BOUGHT A MELINJO 

Mrs. Tiwi  : pinten niki? 

„How much is this?‟ 
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Mrs. Endang   : niku telu enem, Bu. 

„This is thirty-six thousand, Mom.‟ 

Mrs. Tiwi  : ora kurang? 

„Can it be reduced?‟ 

Mrs. Endang  : telu enem, Bu. nggih tutup telu lima. 

„It‟s thirty-six, Mom. Alright, how this is thirty-five 

thousand.‟ 

Information: Mrs. Tiwi is a teacher and Mrs. Endang is a seller.) 

(Source: Saturday, 7
th

 April 2018 at 10.30 a.m) 

3.6 Medium Social Status 

THE THIRD DIALOGUE. A HOUSEWIFE BOUGHT A MUSHROOM 

Seller   : Mrs. Warsini  (54 Years) 

Buyer  : Mrs. Wina  (39 Years) 

Mrs. Wina : wolu ewu, ya dhe yaa. 

„How is about eight thousand?‟ 

Mrs. Warsini : saestu, niku mung ngge long-long mbak.  

Kawit enjing wau nggih sedasa. 

„Really, miss. It‟s just for reducing my things, Miss.  

It is ten thousand since this morning.‟ 

 (Source: Saturday, 7
th

 April 2018 at 01.00 p.m.) 

This second dialogue, it‟s about bargaining melinjo price. Mrs. Tiwi as 

teacher (buyer) makes transaction with Mrs. Endang as seller. The seller respects 

to the buyer who has a high educational, it can be seems from wearing a uniform 

so the buyer has a high social status. Meanwhile, in the third dialogue, it‟s about 

bargaining mushroom price between Mrs. Wina as housewife and Mrs. Warsini as 

seller because the buyer has a middle status social, looking at her simple clothes. 

3.7 Age 

Age factor is very influential in language variation. In this research, the 

researcher finds interaction with old person which used “Krama” of Javanese 

language. 
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THE FOUR DIALOGUE. AN OLD WOMAN BOUGHT MILKFISH 

Seller   : Mrs. Atun   (38 Years) 

Buyer  : Mrs. Sri Sarsiki (73 Years) 

Mrs. Atun : kalih, ingkang pundi meniko?  

   Kulo pendetke riyin nggih. 

„Two. Which is one? 

 I‟ll get it first.‟ 

Mrs. Sri Sarsiki : Oh iki wis dibelek to? 

„Is there still feces?‟  

Mrs. Atun : nggih sampun, sampun resik, bu. 

„It‟s clean, Madam.‟ 

(Source: Saturday, 7
th

  April 2018 at 09.00 p.m.) 

In the conversation above, Buyer is Mrs. Sri Sarsiki who has age on 73 

years, while the seller is Mrs. Atun who has age on 38 years. Mrs. Atun uses 

“Krama” of Javanese language to respect Mrs. Sri Sarsiki because age of seller is 

younger than buyer.  

Factors Dimension The example of language variations 

Gender Female Female:  

Tigang ewu niku, mbak. 

„It is three thousand, Sis.‟ 

Male Male: 

Jagunge pintenan, pak? 

„How much this is corn, Sir?‟ 

Social Status High A Teacher bought Melinjo. 

A teacher has high social status because they 

have high education than housewife. 

Middle A housewife bought a mushroom. 
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To facilitate the reader for understanding factors of language variation in 

buying-selling transaction between buyer and seller in Bunder market Sragen, 

presented in the table below. 

Table 1.1 The factors influence language variation in buying-selling transaction 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The last chapter in this research, researcher has conclusion drawn based on 

the data analysis: 

1) The forms of language variation used people in buyer-seller transaction at 

Bunder market Sragen, as follows: 

a) Language variation in term of speaker, found word “mboten angsal”, 

“wolu ewu ya dhe ya”, “Saestu, niku mung ngge long-long mbak”.  

b) Language variation in term of utilization, it is found in marketing field 

involve in word “Ora oleh kurang?”, “Telu papat?”, “Telu papat wae. 

Ndang nyoh.”, “long-long”, it means the buyer bargain to seller. It is 

included language variation in term of utilization based on marketing field. 

c) Language variation in term of formality, found at casual style in 

conversation like “nopo”, “neh”. The words are concluded casual style.  

d) In language variation conversation between buyer and seller in Bunder 

market Sragen, buyer and seller transaction use oral and written directly. 

During conducting research, researcher has not found buyer and seller who 

does transaction in written. In this research, language variation in term of 

facilities often use transaction in Bunder market Sragen is oral style. It can 

be proven, researcher took a video at the time of the study. 

The last education of housewife is senior high 

school. 

Age Mrs. Sri Sarsiki 

(73 years) 

In Javanese, the old people always be 

respected. 

 Mrs. Atun (38 

years) 
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2) Gender, social status involves type of work and level of education, age and 

idiolect become factors influence language variation in buyer-seller transaction 

percakapan at Pasar market Sragen. 
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